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[ Note - Currently I seek a traditional publisher for the publication of my Book as
above described , in the Print form . Published here ; is this Poetry Collectio n of
mine in its entirety , alongwith the differently titled Poems contained in the Book . As
of the present moment ; 47 of my Books are available for purchase in the eBook
format from Amazon.com Kindle Store United States at amazon.com/author/nikhilparekh . My syle of Poetry / literature is unique and has
never ever been written before or experimented on the mortal planet by any mortal ,
though my Poetry / literature is normal and natural . GOD’S grace on me . i am
nothing infront of GOD . i am nothing infront of GOD’S holy messengers . So any
victorious publisher who may want to publish my Poetry in Paperback without
Financial Expenditure to me , can directly communicate with me at the address ,
nikhilparekh99@gmail.com or indianpoetnikhilparekh@gmail.co m ] . I am Nikhil
Parekh , ( born 27 August , 1977 ) , poet and author from Ahmedabad , India . I am
also a 10 - Time National Record holder for my Poetry with the Limca Book of
Records India , limcabookofrecords.in - which is India’s Best Book of Records ,
Ranked 2nd in the World officially to Guinness Book of World Records . You can
visit me at - nikhilparekh.org ; to browse my Poetry on GOD , Peace , Love , Anti
Terrorism , Friendship , Life , Death , Environment, Wildlife , Mother , Father ,
Children , Parenthood , Humanity , Social Cause , Women empowerment , Poverty ,
Lovers , Brotherhood - at this website you can also browse my varied Books , my
awards and my National records in Poetry .
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Author Biography
Nikhil Parekh , ( born August 27 , 1977 ) , from Ahmedabad , India - is a Love Poet
and 10 time National Record holder for his Poetry with the Limca Book of Records
India - limcabookofrecords.in , which is India's Best Book of Records , also Ranked
2nd in the World officially to Guinness Book of World Records . He is an author of ' LONGEST BOOK written by a mortal - COLLECTED POETRY ' , which has a
Print Length of 5254 pages on the Amazon Kindle .
The Poet's style of Poetry / literature is unique and has never ever been written
before or experimented on the mortal planet by any mortal . Though his Poetry /
literature is normal and natural .
10 National Records held by Parekh with the Limca Book of Records Ind ia are for –
( 1 ) Being the First Indian Poet to be published / featured in McGill English
Dictionary of Rhyme which is the World's Number 1 English Rhyming Dictionary for his poem , Come Lets Embrace our New Religion
( 2 ) Being the First Indian Poet to have won Poet of the Year Award at the Canadian
Federation of Poets which is Canada's National Poetry Body endorsed by Governor
General of Canada
( 3 ) Being the First Indian Poet to be published in a Commonwealth Newsletter for
his poem on AIDS which is - Aids doesn't kill . Your Attitude kills .
( 4 ) Being the First Indian Poet to win an EPPIE award for best Poetry EBook
( 5 ) Writing the most number of letters to and receiving the most number of replies
from World Leaders and World Organizations .
( 6 ) Being the First Indian Poet to be Goodwill Ambassador to the International
Goodwill Treaty for World Peace - GoodwillTreaty.org .
( 7 ) Being the First Indian Poet whose Poems have been made into Films at
Youtube.com - The World's largest video sharing website .
( 8 ) Being the 1st Indian Poet to be featured for his Poetry Book - Love versus
Terrorism- Poems on Anti Terror, Peace , at Wattpad.com - The World's most
popular ebook community and largest website for reading books on mobile phones .
( 9 ) Being the first Indian Poet whose video reciting a Poem on Nelson Mandela ,
has been placed at the official website of the Government of South Africa .
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(10) "Having authored LONGEST BOOK written by a mortal - COLLECTED
POETRY - which is of Print Length 5254 pages and currently has approximately 1.15
million words , financially selling in the Amazon.com Kindle Store United States at http://www.amazon.com/dp/B003Y8XLKQ".
The Indian Poet has written thousands of poems on - GOD, Peace , Love , Anti
Terrorism , Friendship , Life , Death , Environment, Wildlife , Mother , Father ,
Children , Parenthood , Humanity , Social Cause , Women empowerment , Poverty ,
Lovers , Brotherhood . His Books and Poems have had millions of viewers and
downloads on the Internet .
Parekh is an author of 47 varied Books which include - 1 God ( volume 1 to volume
4 ) , The Womb ( volume 1 to volume 2 ) , Love Versus Terrorism ( Part 1 to Part 2 )
, You die; I die - Love Poems ( Part 1 to Part 16 ) , Life = Death ( volume 1 to
volume 10 ), The Power of Black ( volume 1 to volume 2 ) , If you cut a tree; you cut
your own mother , Hide and Seek ( part 1 to part 8 ) , Longest Poem written by
Nikhil Parekh - Only as Life . These Books comprise of nearly a 7000 pages of his
Poetry .
The Poet’s Poetry has had the patronization of several World Leaders including the
Queen of England . Visit Nikhil Parekh at – nikhilparekh.org .
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About The Poetry Book - This Book which has 50 differently titled
Poems , is actually Part 1 of the Book titled – You die; I die – Love Poems ( 1600
pages ) . Poems symbolizing the immortality of love and at times its fickleness.
Parekh takes the reader through a paradise naturally embellished with the ingredients
of eternal romance and its sporadic failures. As they say life and death are two sides
of the coin, similarly with every true anecdote of love there also comes fretful
divorce—a thing which has been most sensitively described throughout this great
collection of poems for the heart. Written and dipped in each ingredient of his
passionate blood, Parekh comes out with startling revelations about the truest of love
stories and their failures. Each verse has been delicately intertwined with a boundless
aspects of relationships, romance, cheating, betrayal and goes on to prove that
Immortal Love towers over every shattered heart. A start to finish with some of the
most heart-rendering love poems ever, this makes a great collection for ever true
lover breathing and desiring to be loved on earth and beyond. This collection of
poems aims at perpetually uniting every heart on this Universe in the spirit of
Immortal love and friendship. Because these are the two quintessential ingredients to
lead life till its last breath. Irrespective of whatever color, faith or religion, it is only
the rainbow of love which can transform the ghastliest monsters and perpetrators of
humanity into peaceful lovers. Therefore this book inexhaustibly endeavors to speak
and preach the language of love even after its last embossed alphabet.
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1. YOU’RE MY BREATH
You’re the answer to all my riddles in life; miraculously healing all my traumatized
agonies; with the insatiable magic in your voice,
You’re the voice that makes me celestially rest; shrugging all my frazzled vagaries into
non-existent wisps of oblivion,
You’re a mountain of invincible strength that I needed when I disdainfully collapsed;
incessantly inspiring me to add vibrant dimensions to every tomorrow that
blissfully unfurls,
You’re an incredulous magical wand; that metamorphoses all my staggering
impossible’s; into the winds of irrefutably blazing triumph,
You’re a cloud of innocent angels; that always made me feel I was that euphorically
bouncing child once again; even as I treacherously slipped towards the corridors of
extinction,
You’re a bountiful paradise of newness; triggering me to indefatigably fantasize all
brilliant day; and even while embracing the mists of diabolical midnight,
You’re an idol of astoundingly philanthropic benevolence; instilling in me the
indispensable ingredients of everlasting mankind,
You’re a river of perpetual harmony that cascaded past my window; making me
wholesomely bask in the stupendous glory of natures mystical endowment,
You’re a bow of astronomical courage; relentlessly transpiring me to unflinchingly
fight for my ruthlessly incarcerated tribe,
You’re a marvelously glistening shore that harbors all impoverished in your
compassionate warmth; teaching me to forever salute the immortal religion of
humanity,
You’re a fountain of divinely peace; bestowing my famished existence; with pearls of
royal wisdom and unconquerable unity,
You’re a tantalizing seductress dancing in the aisles of untamed desire; compelling me
to take an infinite births; as every minute unveiled into delightfully charismatic light,
You’re a rainbow of vivaciously versatile diversity; propelling me to intransigently
discover and explore; the unfathomably wonderful beauty of this sacrosanct
planet,
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You’re an Omnipotent flame of never-ending hope; enlightening each aspect of my
depravingly sinister existence; with the stupendous optimism of your heavenly stride,
You’re a magnanimous reflection of poignant empathy; wonderfully pacifying the
devastated rebel in my veins; with the benign smile on your majestic lips,
You’re an enigmatic tunnel of unbelievable enthrallment; that never lets me exhaust
in my conquest for success; fomenting me to plunge every instant; into the valley of
unsurpassable adventure,
You’re an epitome of beautifully revered sharing; nourishing each element of my
lecherously debilitated existence; with the passion in your godly soul,
You’re a township that keeps proliferating into newness all the time; massacring even
the most inconspicuous trace of rust; frustration; dilapidation; from my penurious
life,
Over and above all; you’re the girl whom I have not just simply loved; but an
Omniscient messiah who was my breath; my body; my blood; every time God had
granted me life on this earth .
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2. FLAMES BETWEEN THEIR HEARTS
The flames on ground; died a miserable death with the slightest draught of insipid
wind,
But the flames between their philandering eyes; rose higher than the majestic skies;
even in the most tumultuously overwhelming of rain and storm .
The flames on ground; subsided to wisps of absolute nothingness; at even the tiniest
insinuation of flood approaching,
But the flames between their passionate chests; transcended well beyond the realms
of fascinating eternity; even as the unfathomable battalion of satanic demons; tried to
kill them .
The flames on ground; tried their best to elude the insurmountably overpowering
tornado; squealing like new born mice as they heard the brazen leaves rustle
the slightest,
But the flames between their voluptuous lips; kissed the ultimate crescendos of
untamed liberation; even as the entire planet parasitically sucked blood and
lecherously manipulated outside .
The flames on ground; soon metamorphosed to frigidly wincing embers; unable to
bear the onslaught of leaf and clouds,
But the flames between their eternal feet; interlocked themselves into an
entrenchment of unsurpassable belonging; even as cloudbursts of uncouth diabolism
pelted from realms of hell .
The flames on ground; shirked disdainfully into their devastated cocoons; as the
horde of whistling wolves trampled them indiscriminately,
But the flames between their ardent bellies; transformed all lackadaisical dreariness on
this earth into bountiful paradise; even as a mountain of treacherous monsters
stabbed them ruthlessly on their necks .
The flames on ground; vacillated in ungainly confusion; even before the fireball of
Sun could silently slip behind the dolorously languid horizons,
But the flames between their ravishingly charismatic palms; united for fathomless
more births yet to unveil; even as the murderously conventional society tried to
exonerate them with their commercial swords .
The flames on ground; incessantly feared of being washed away by the most infedile
of froth; although the ocean was a billion kilometers away,
But the flames between their seductively alluring cheeks; tantalized perpetually in the
aisles of vibrant desire; even as civilizations collapsed outside; like a pack of soggy
cards .
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The flames on ground; had absolutely no entity of their own; drifting miserably in the
direction that the somber wind took them,
But the flames between their fervently reverberating bodies; evolved into the most
wonderfully enigmatic morning of tomorrow; even as sky disastrously blended
with every cranny of earth outside .
And The flames on ground; sometimes sunk well beneath their ghastly corpse; even
before they could moderately rise to their one inch height,
But the flames between their immortally throbbing heart; proliferated into boundless
more streams of royal love; even as the hideously sinister world came to a veritable
end; outside .
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3. A SINGLE HEARTBEAT OF HERS.
A single smile of hers triggered so much magic; that the entire conglomerate of
magicians on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single thought of hers perpetuated so much benevolence; that the entire juggernaut
of sagacious philosophers on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single wink of hers propelled so much flirtation; that the entire army of tantalizing
seductresses on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single tear of hers engendered so much empathy; that the entire conglomerate o f
pamperdly wailing children; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single sound of hers fomented so much melody; that the entire arena of eclectically
talented musicians on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single clap of hers produced so much exhilaration; that the entire zoo of boisterous
bees rhapsodically buzzing on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single belief of hers spawned so much harmony; that the entire ocean of baselessly
unending religion on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single stare of hers evolved so much concentration; that the entire string of
pompously lecherous meditators on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single step of hers generated so much enchantment; that the entire whirlpool of
fantasizers on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single swish of hers incinerated so much passion; that the entire battalion of
tantalizing dancers on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single shadow of hers instilled so much enigma; that the entire compendium of
fairy tales on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single nod of hers incited so much assurance; that the entire river of promises
lingering on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single sketch of hers inspired so much artistry; that the entire flurry of
manipulatively greedy artists on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single ingredient of her blood motivated so much life; that the entire jungle of
austere antibiotic and balm on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
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A single cheek of hers stimulated so much enthrallment; that the entire blanket of the
mystical valley on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single palm of hers radiated so much compassion; that the entire process of
contemporarily fast healing on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single soul of hers fulminated so much yearning; that the entire valley of
stupendously charismatic gifts on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
A single breath of hers spurred so much tenacity; that the entire fortress of doctors;
nurses; patriots; on this earth; unitedly failed to evoke,
And a single heartbeat of hers inflamed so much love in my impoverished life; that
the entire meadow of countless opulence; wealth; and belonging on this
earth; unitedly failed to evoke .
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4. ALL I WANTED TO DO
I didn’t want to gruesomely blind you; ripping apart your eyeballs like ninepins from
their fabulously elastic sockets,
All I wanted to do was share your astonishingly gorgeous sight; immortally become
the stupendously grandiloquent jewel of your eyes .
I didn’t want to ruthlessly massacre your lips; pulverizing their pungent softness to
infinitesimal bits of morbidly stinking ash,
All I wanted to do was share your splendidly rejuvenating smile; immortally become
the compassionate wave that enveloped your lips .
I didn’t want to assassinate your mind; disintegrating each element of your
fantastically fathomless mind; to pathetically thirsty desert sands,
All I wanted to do was share your everlasting ocean of fantasy; immortally become
the sacrosanct dream that fulminated tirelessly in your glorious brain .
I didn’t want to savagely chop your palms; barbarically decimating your fingers to
blend with inconspicuous specks of insipid dust,
All I wanted to do was share your immaculately philanthropic benevolence;
immortally become the destiny lines of your sacrosanct palms .
I didn’t want to diabolically steal the blanket of happiness perpetually lingering in
your soul; reduce you to a worthlessly ghoulish ghost hovering around
the corpse,
All I wanted to do was share the exhilarating cheer deluging your senses; immortally
become the benign goodness; besieging every contour of your majestic
countenance.
I didn’t want to slice your tongue; tyrannically pull out each iota of your mouth to
coalesce with rotting junkyards outside,
All I wanted to do was share the overwhelmingly insatiable euphoria in your sound;
immortally become the ingratiatingly captivating melody of your voice .
I didn’t want to treacherously maim you; ruthlessly devastate your heavenly feet to
countless fragments of cripplingly orphaned coal,
All I wanted to do was share the humanitarian tenacity in your legs; immortally
become the path of sagacious righteousness; on which your soles forever tread .
I didn’t want to starve you to unprecedented limits; satanically evicting even the most
minuscule iota of food from your robustly titillating stomach,
All I wanted to do was share the blossoming newness sprouting enchantingly in your
belly; immortally become the poignantly crimson blood that cascaded merrily through
your veins .
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I didn’t want to pugnaciously pluck your rubicund ears; ferociously bludgeon your
daintily dangling lobes to squelch them to disastrously baseless pulp,
All I wanted to do was share the marvelously tinkling reverberations that enslaved
your inherently embellished ears; immortally become the harmoniously blissful voice
that you always heard; all day and stringent night .
I didn’t want to lethally poison your heart; gruesomely bombard your impeccably
pristine chest to capricious puffs of smoke; and horrifically shattered stone,
All I wanted to do was share your passionate inferno of romantically seductive desire;
immortally become the glorious love; invincibly incarcerated in each of
your turbulently royal beats .
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